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Surface proteins in Gram-positive bacteria are frequently implicated in virulence. We
have focused on a group of extracellular cell wall-attached proteins (CWPs), contain-
ing an LPXTG motif for cleavage and covalent coupling to peptidoglycan by sortase
enzymes. A hidden Markov model (HMM) approach for predicting the LPXTG-anchored
cell wall proteins of Gram-positive bacteria was developed and compared against existing
methods. The HMM model is parsimonious in terms of the number of freely estimated
parameters, and it has proved to be very sensitive and specific in a training set of 55
experimentally verified LPXTG-anchored cell wall proteins as well as in reliable data
sets of globular and transmembrane proteins. In order to identify such proteins in Gram-
positive bacteria, a comprehensive analysis of 94 completely sequenced genomes has been
performed. We identified, in total, 860 LPXTG-anchored cell wall proteins, a number
that is significantly higher compared to those obtained by other available methods. Of
these proteins, 237 are hypothetical proteins according to the annotation of SwissProt,
and 88 had no homologs in the SwissProt database — this might be evidence that they
are members of newly identified families of CWPs. The prediction tool, the database
with the proteins identified in the genomes, and supplementary material are available
online at http://bioinformatics.biol.uoa.gr/CW-PRED/.
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1. Introduction

Pathogenic bacteria display an array of surface proteins with important functions
including invasion of host cells and tissues, adhesion to the site of infection, and eva-
sion of the immune response. These proteins are frequently required for virulence1

and are potential drug or vaccine targets.2 One of the major types of cell surface-
displayed proteins of Gram-positive bacteria are the LPXTG-like proteins. These
cell wall-associated surface proteins are the only currently recognized proteins that
are covalently linked (anchored) to the cell wall peptidoglycan of Gram-positive
bacteria and share common features.3,4 They are linked to the cell wall envelope
by a mechanism that requires a C-terminal sorting signal with a conserved LPXTG
motif.3,5

The mechanism of protein attachment to the peptidoglycan and major compo-
nents of the cell wall anchor structure of surface proteins are conserved in Gram-
positive bacteria.6 The carboxy-terminal sorting signal, essential for attachment,
consists of an LPXTG sequence motif (where X denotes any amino acid), followed
by a C-terminal hydrophobic domain comprising ∼20 amino acids and a positively
charged tail.4,7,8 LPXTG proteins are covalently attached to the Gram-positive
bacterial cell wall by membrane-associated transpeptidases called sortases.3,4,9–11

Sortases catalyze a transpeptidation reaction by first cleaving surface protein sub-
strates at the cell wall sorting signal.5 The polypeptide is retained in the cell mem-
brane compartment, and the cleavage takes place between the threonine and glycine
residues of the LPXTG motif. The carboxy terminal of the cleaved polypeptide
chain joins the bacterial cell wall via an amide linkage to the amino group of the
pentaglycine cross-bridge of the peptidoglycan, and this reaction is catalyzed by sor-
tases as well; while the hydrophobic region next to the LPXTG motif passes through
the plasma membrane and the charged tail, both possibly acting as a stop-transfer
signal.3–6,12,13 The surface protein linked to the peptidoglycan is then incorporated
into the envelope and displayed on the microbial surface.14

The fact that there are multiple signal peptidase genes and sortase genes sug-
gests that there is more than one surface protein transport pathway. It has recently
been shown that not all proteins which have been experimentally verified to be
sortase substrates contain a cell wall-sorting motif that fits the LPXTG pattern.
For example, sortase B (SrtB) from Staphylococcus aureus recognizes the NPQTN
motif.11 In a recent work,9 a computational strategy based on similarity searches
was used to find all available sortase substrates in 72 bacterial genomes. However,
these results still await experimental verification, since there are not enough exper-
imentally verified cell wall-attached proteins (CWPs) available that do not conform
to the classic LPXTG pattern.

Apart from the C-terminal sorting signal, which is essential for attachment, sur-
face protein precursors are first initiated into the secretory pathway via N-terminal
signal peptides.3,10 The presence of an N-terminal secretory signal sequence is
a feature of LPXTG proteins, and many of them contain a conserved sequence,
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(Y/F)SIRK or variants of it. Although this conserved sequence has been observed,
it is not exclusively found in these proteins and not all of them contain it.8

This work presents a novel hidden Markov model (HMM) approach for pre-
dicting the LPXTG-anchored CWPs of Gram-positive bacteria. The method is
compared against the tripartite motif that has already been suggested, which takes
into account three principal requirements for efficient sorting15; against the char-
acteristic profile HMM deposited in the PFAM database16; and against a recently
compiled profile HMM11 that was developed with the intention of modeling not
only the LPXTG-containing sequences, but also the substrates of other sortases.
The method developed here has also been used for screening complete genomes in
order to identify novel, putative CWPs.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. The hidden Markov model

The hidden Markov model (HMM) that we used consists of three different sub-
models (Fig. 1): the LPXTG submodel, corresponding to the cell wall anchoring
domain; the transmembrane (TM) submodel, corresponding to the C-terminal TM
domain; and a globular submodel, used to model the globular C-terminal domains
of secreted or membrane proteins. The LPXTG submodel (Fig. 2) was especially
designed to capture the sequence features of the cell wall anchored proteins. It con-
tains a region comprised of six states corresponding to the LPXTG cleavage site
pattern, a three-state region with self-transitions used to model the nonfixed-length
gap region, the membrane anchoring region comprised of 25 states, and lastly the
C-terminal region used to model the positively charged tails. We used the same
emission probabilities for the states in each region (with the exception of the cleav-
age site pattern) to avoid overfitting, and the allowed transition probabilities were

Fig. 1. Overview of the hidden Markov model (HMM). The model consists of three different
submodels: the LPXTG anchor submodel, the C-terminal TM helix submodel, and the globular
submodel.
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Fig. 2. A graphical representation of the LPXTG anchor submodel of the HMM. Different states are
used sequentially to model the LPXTG cleavage site, the variable-length gap region, the hydropho-
bic helix, and the positively charged tail. Arrows represent allowed transitions among states, and
states having the same emission probabilities are depicted using the same shape and color. Regions
that are expected to have variable (nonfixed) length are modeled using self-transitioning states.

The beginning state is denoted by B, and the end state by E.

set to model as closely as possible the sequence features of the known CWPs. We
chose to model the gap region using self-transitioning states which allow arbitrary
length, since it was observed that in some species the length distribution of these
regions might be different from that of the majority of the known proteins, thus
causing these proteins to be misclassified by the regular expression patterns pre-
viously used.15 The TM submodel is identical to the one used by the HMM-TM
predictor for alpha-helical membrane proteins,16 whereas the globular submodel
consists simply of a self-transitioning state. The total number of the model’s states
is 95 (including beginning and end states), with 78 freely estimated transitions; on
the other hand, the total number of freely estimated emission probabilities is 285
(15× 19), yielding a total number of freely estimated parameters of 363. Thus, the
model is far more parsimonious than the profile HMM deposited in PFAM17 and
the profile HMM compiled by Boekhorst et al.,11 which consist of position-specific
parameters, while it is at the same time more flexible than the tripartite pattern
based on regular expressions.15

The model was trained using the Baum–Welch algorithm for labeled
sequences,18 and the decoding was performed using the standard Viterbi
algorithm,19 seeing as more advanced techniques such as the posterior-Viterbi
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decoding20 yielded identical results. The reported results correspond to a 25-fold
cross-validation procedure, where each set consists of an equally balanced num-
ber of CWPs, TM proteins, and globular proteins. The training procedure starts
by removing 1 of the 25 subsets from the training set, training the model with
the remaining proteins, and then performing the test on the proteins of each subset
which was removed. This process is tandemly repeated for all subsets in the training
set, and the final prediction accuracy summarizes the outcome of all independent
tests.

2.2. Data sets

For training the HMM, we needed a data set comprised of LPXTG-anchored pro-
teins, globular C-terminal domains of globular proteins, and C-terminal transmem-
brane helices. The data set used for training the LPXTG submodel was compiled
from a list of 65 experimentally verified cell wall anchoring proteins of Gram-positive
bacteria.5 The sequences were retrieved from UniProt,21 and their C-terminal seg-
ments including the LPXTG-anchored region (60 residues long) were used. In order
to avoid overfitting arising from redundancy in the training set, we performed
a redundancy reduction procedure with Algorithm 2 of Hobohm et al.,22 using
BLAST23 for the pairwise alignment, considering two sequences as similar if they
possessed more than 70% identical residues in a full-length (60-residue-long) align-
ment. With this procedure, the final set consisted of 55 sequences.

The sequences used to train the globular submodel were compiled from the
well-annotated set of Menne et al.,24 from which we used only secreted proteins
(containing a signal peptide) from Gram-positive bacteria that had no predicted
transmembrane helices according to TMHMM.25 From these proteins, we used once
again the last 60 residues and the final set included 119 such globular proteins.
Finally, in order to train the C-terminal TM submodel, we scrutinized various
well-annotated datasets26–29 in order to compile a nonredundant set of transmem-
brane proteins from Gram-positive bacteria with experimentally verified topology.
The final set consisted of 22 such transmembrane proteins, and from these we
extracted the TM segments with orientation from the extracellular space to the
cytoplasm (Out→ In), in a procedure similar to the one followed in the develop-
ment of LipoP.30 Thus, if a particular TM segment was localized in a 60-residue-
long window not overlapping with another TM segment, it was included in the
set. In the case of closely packed TM segments from multi-spanning TM proteins,
we included only the upstream and downstream regions corresponding to the half
of the proximal loop (extracellular or cytoplasmic). Consequently, the training set
included 50 such pseudo-TM sequences. We should emphasize here that, although
these pseudosequences may not be a representative example of C-terminal TM seg-
ments, this is of no concern, since our primary intention was to filter out some
putative false positives while correctly discriminating LPXTG-anchored proteins,
and not to construct a reliable method for predicting TM helices. Since the HMM
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consists of different submodels for modeling the three distinct protein classes, the
whole dataset (55 + 119 + 50 = 224 sequences in total) was used simultaneously in
the 25-fold cross-validation procedure (see above).

To further test the rate of false-positive predictions (i.e. specificity), we used
a data set of globular proteins with three-dimensional structures deposited in the
Protein Data Bank (PDB).31 This set was compiled using the PAPIA server,32 with
the sequence similarity threshold set to 25%, and excluding membrane proteins,
proteins with a length shorter than 80 residues, and proteins with at least one
unidentifiable residue in the sequence; finally, this set included 1,100 sequences of
globular proteins of various structural classes. For the same reason, we also used
the 267 alpha-helical transmembrane proteins with reliable topology (of any type),
deposited in the TransMembrane Protein DataBase (TMPDB).27 These two sets
are quite large and representative, and the results on them should offer useful
information concerning the specificity of the method. The complete proteomes of
Gram-positive bacteria that were used were downloaded from the NCBI website at
ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/Bacteria/. For an additional test of the specificity
of the method, we also used two genomes of Gram-negative bacteria, E. coli and
S. typhi, comprised respectively of 4,237 and 4,935 sequences.

2.3. Comparison to other prediction methods

In order to compare the results of the HMM that we developed, we used the profile
HMM (PF00746) deposited in the PFAM database17 and the recently compiled
profile HMM of Boekhorst et al.11 All of the searches were performed locally using
HMMER33 version 2.3.2, relying on the PFAM trusted cut-off (TC) for the score.
In the case of the profile of Boekhorst et al.,11 where no trusted cut-off was avail-
able, we used a cut-off for the E-value (10−6). We also implemented locally, and
consequently used, the tripartite regular expression pattern compiled in a previous
work.15 Finally, in the genome analysis, we used the SignalP v3 web server34 to
predict the putative signal sequences of the proteins tested. We used the neural
network (NN) module trained on Gram-positive bacteria, using the default param-
eters, with submitted sequences truncated to their first 70 residues.

3. Results

In the 25-fold cross-validation procedure, none of the 55 LPXTG proteins was mis-
classified as either TM or globular (Table 1). Furthermore, no TM or globular
proteins were predicted to be LPXTG-anchored ones (no false positives). The 5
out of the 50 TM proteins predicted as globular ones do not constitute a reason
for concern, since, as already discussed, the primary intention of the work was to
filter the false-positive findings and not to accurately predict the C-terminal TM
helices. Thus, the HMM developed here for detecting LPXTG-anchoring proteins
shows 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity in the cross-validation procedure. For
comparison, in the same data set, the tripartite pattern failed to correctly classify
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Table 1. The results obtained through the 25-fold cross-validation procedure.

Observed

Cell wall Membrane Globular

Predicted
Cell wall 55 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Membrane 0 (0%) 45 (90%) 5 (10%)
Globular 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 120 (100%)

the dextranase of S. mutans (DEXT STRMU), leading to a sensitivity of 98.2%.
Concerning the PF00746 profile, of the 55 proteins finally used, 13 scored below the
TC of 19.1, and one (NISP LACLA) scored even below 0 (E-value =0.023). Thus,
we do not rely on the TC proposed by the curators of the PFAM database, as we
may also miss true positives when using the particular profile HMM. Furthermore,
if we disregard the TC and choose to rely on the E-values, we are undertaking the
risk of obtaining false positives, since the noise cut-off (NC) for the same profile
is set to a score of 19.0, meaning that only hits exceeding this value are not at
risk of being false positives. Similar, if not worse, is the situation concerning the
profile HMM of Boekhorst et al.11: of the 55 positive examples, only 23 produced
an E-value lower than 10−6 and only 34 lower than 10−5. The last of the positive
examples produced an E-value of 0.027 with a score of 9.1; and even though no neg-
ative example (globular or membrane protein) scored better, this complicates the
situation regarding the decision for a discriminative threshold in the genome-wide
search. An issue of great importance is the rate of false positives, that is, how often
the method we propose predicts LPXTG-anchored proteins when the submitted
proteins do not belong to that class. As we stated in Sec. 2.2, for this purpose, we
used two large data sets containing soluble proteins with known three-dimensional
structure (1,100 sequences) and experimentally verified transmembrane proteins
with a varying number of transmembrane segments and topologies (279 sequences).
In the two additional data sets that were analyzed, the HMM predictor developed
here did not predict even a single false positive (thus giving 100% specificity). This
is very encouraging since, even though we cannot rule out the possibility of a false-
positive prediction in a large data set, we can be fairly sure that the probability of
such a finding will be rather small.

We also analyzed 94 completely sequenced Gram-positive bacterial genomes,
using our method as well as the tripartite pattern, the PF00746 profile from
PFAM, and the profile of Boekhorst et al.11 The results obtained from selected
organisms are presented in Table 2, where we list in parentheses the number of
sequences from each genome predicted by SignalP, to possess a cleavable signal
sequence. The detailed results from all of the analyzed genomes are deposited
in a relational database available as supplementary material in our website
(http://bioinformatics.biol.uoa.gr/CW-PRED-results/). The currently developed
HMM method predicted a total of 860 proteins in the analyzed genomes (657 with
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Table 2. Results obtained in 30 selected completely sequenced genomes of Gram-positive bacteria.
We list the results obtained with our HMM, those obtained by the tripartite pattern, the results
obtained by the PF00746 profile HMM from PFAM, and the results obtained using the profile
HMM of Boekhorst et al.11 Numbers in parentheses correspond to the predicted proteins that
additionally possess a signal sequence predicted by SignalP. The complete list of the analyzed
genomes as well as detailed information about the predicted sequences can be found in our website
(http://bioinformatics.biol.uoa.gr/CW-PRED-results/).

Organism (strain) Total no. HMM (current Tripartite PF0074616 Boekhorst
of proteins work) pattern15 et al.11

Bacillus anthracis (Ames) 5311 7 (7) 6 (6) 4 (4) 5 (5)
Bacillus cereus (ATCC

10987)
5603 11 (11) 9 (9) 5 (5) 7 (7)

Bacillus halodurans 4066 8 (7) 6 (5) 4 (4) 4 (3)
Bacillus licheniformis

(DSM 13)
4196 4 (4) 2 (2) 1 (1) 2 (2)

Bacillus subtilis 4105 2 (1) 2 (1) 1 (0) 0 (0)
Bacillus thuringiensis

(konkukian)
5117 9 (9) 8 (8) 6 (6) 7 (7)

Bifidobacterium longum 1727 4 (2) 1 (0) 2 (2) 5 (4)
Clostridium acetobutylicum 3672 2 (2) 2 (2) 0 (0) 2 (2)
Clostridium perfringens 2660 12 (12) 11 (10) 4 (4) 7 (7)
Corynebacterium diphtheriae 2272 8 (8) 5 (5) 1 (1) 10 (10)

Clostridium tetani(E88) 2373 3 (3) 3 (3) 1 (1) 0 (0)
Enterococcus faecalis (V583) 3113 28 (21) 21 (14) 20 (17) 27 (23)
Geobacillus kaustophilus

(HTA426)
3498 2 (2) 2 (2) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Lactobacillus johnsonii
(NCC 533)

1821 16 (9) 14 (8) 11 (5) 16 (9)

Lactobacillus plantarum 3009 23 (19) 15 (12) 6 (5) 15 (12)
Lactococcus lactis 2321 10 (6) 6 (3) 4 (3) 7 (4)
Listeria monocytogenes 2846 39 (38) 34 (33) 11 (11) 24 (24)
Mycobacterium leprae 1605 2 (1) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Mycobacterium tuberculosis

(CDC1551)
4189 2 (1) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Nocardia farcinica
(IFM10152)

5683 3 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Staphylococcus aureus
(MSSA476)

2579 18 (14) 15 (12) 13 (9) 15 (11)

Staphylococcus epidermidis
(RP62A)

2494 10 (7) 9 (6) 7 (5) 5 (3)

Staphylococcus haemolyticus 2676 14 (11) 12 (9) 6 (4) 5 (4)
Staphylococcus saprophyticus 2446 2 (0) 2 (0) 0 (0) 1 (0)
Streptococcus agalactiae

(2603)
2124 20 (13) 20 (12) 10 (7) 18 (13)

Streptococcus mutans 1960 6 (5) 5 (5) 4 (4) 4 (3)
Streptococcus pneumoniae

(R6)
2043 15 (9) 12 (7) 9 (6) 8 (5)

Streptococcus pyogenes
(MGAS6180)

1894 24 (18) 22 (16) 14 (10) 13 (8)

Streptomyces avermitilis 7577 3 (2) 6 (1) 0 (0) 8 (7)
Thermobifida fusca (YX) 3110 6 (6) 7 (6) 1 (1) 1 (1)

Total 98090 313 (248) 257 (197) 145 (115) 216 (174)
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a predicted signal sequence); the tripartite pattern, 723 proteins (551 with a signal
sequence); the PF00746 profile, 445 proteins (331 with a predicted signal peptide);
and the profile HMM compiled by Boekhorst et al.,11 618 proteins (431 with a
predicted signal peptide). From these results, it is obvious that the HMM method
that we developed predicts a significantly larger number of CWPs compared to
the tripartite pattern, the PF00746 profile, or the profile of Boekhorst et al.11 The
differences are statistically significant, according to the Wilcoxon matched-pairs
signed-ranks test (p-value< 0.001 in all cases). Since we have shown that the HMM
method is more sensitive, without at the same time lacking any specificity, we can
be fairly sure that the majority of the overpredicted proteins are truly novel CWPs,
not easily identified by any other available method. Considering the PF00746 pro-
file, even when we did not use the TC but relied on the E-value (< 10−6) instead,
we obtained no more than 80 additional predictions (525 proteins in total). Even
in such a case, the PFAM profile still predicted the smallest number of proteins,
and the majority of these additional sequences are true-positive hits missed by
the TC. This fact highlights the inherent problems present when using approaches
based on E-values, and it is in contradiction to our approach which directly pre-
dicts the C-terminal anchor without the need to choose a particular threshold.
Concerning the profile HMM of Boekhorst et al.,11 when we considered sequences
that score above zero (instead of using the E-value), we came out with a total of
1,237 sequences (913 with a signal peptide), a number that is significantly larger
compared to all other available methods.

In order to be able to evaluate these results, we proceeded with an analysis of
the annotations of the identified proteins. Of the 860 proteins identified with the
use of our method, 356 (41.4%) had an annotation suggesting a definite localization
to the bacterial cell wall (cell wall-bound, cell wall-anchored, etc.) or belong to fam-
ilies of proteins that are known to be LPXTG-bound (C5A peptidase, dextranase,
sialidase, M protein, etc.). Furthermore, 110 proteins (12.8%) belong to the same
category, having, however, annotations such as putative, probable, or possible. We
also identified 100 (mostly extracellular) enzymes (11.6%) without, however, having
any indication as to whether these proteins are cell wall-bound or not; and 47 other
proteins (5.5%) of various annotations that may be LPXTG-bound proteins, but
that may also constitute false-positive findings. We also identified 237 hypothetical
proteins (27.5%) having absolutely no annotation concerning their function or local-
ization. Finally, 10 proteins (1.2%) possessed an annotation suggesting that they
were putative or known transmembrane proteins. If these annotations are correct,
then these proteins should be considered as the sole false-positive findings of our
method. In total, only 14 out of the 860 predicted proteins (1.62%) possessed more
than three transmembrane helices predicted by TMHMM. Of the 1,237 proteins
that scored above zero using the profile HMM of Boekhorst et al.,11 only 375 had
a definite annotation suggesting a localization to the outer surface. Most impor-
tantly, a number of at least 72 proteins annotated as transmembrane were predicted
as anchored ones (5.8%). In total, 101 sequences (8.16%) possessed more than three
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transmembrane helices predicted by TMHMM. Thus, it is clear that, despite the
fact that the method of Boekhorst et al.11 (using the score cut-off) predicts a larger
number of proteins, a significant portion of them are clearly false-positive findings.
On the other hand, the particular method is much more sensitive using the E-
value cut-off at the cost of reduced specificity. Lastly, we have to mention that the
method developed here was also tested on two genomes of Gram-negative bacteria
(E. coli and S. typhi) and produced only one false-positive finding (0.01% in total),
suggesting once again a high level of specificity.

When the 237 hypothetical (according to the genome annotation) proteins
that we identified were used in a BLAST23 search against the SwissProt sub-
set of the UniProt database,21 6 (2.5%) were found to have a perfect match,
143 (60.3%) had a significant hit (E-value < 10−6), but, most importantly, 88
(37.2%) were not found to have a single homolog. These proteins could not have
been identified using a simple similarity search — this fact indicates the impor-
tance of our approach, which specifically identifies the C-terminal anchor region.
These previously uncharacterized proteins should also be further investigated,
as they may constitute novel LPXTG-bound proteins and may provide evidence
for novel families of such proteins. The list of the 88 proteins is available at
http://bioinformatics.biol.uoa.gr/CW-PRED-results/.

The N-terminal secretory signal sequences of the predicted LPXTG proteins
were also tested in order to identify if they contain the conserved sequence
(Y/F)SIRK. There were only about 12% of predicted LPXTG proteins containing
this motif. This search confirmed previous observations suggesting that, although
common among LPXTG protein signal peptides, this motif is neither exclusive nor
universal.8,35

4. Discussion

We have presented a hidden Markov model approach for predicting the LPXTG-
anchored cell wall proteins of Gram-positive bacteria. The model was trained in
order to discriminate the C-terminal sequence of such proteins from both C-terminal
TM helices and soluble globular domains. We have shown that the method is more
sensitive than other currently available methods, without any lack of specificity.
Compared to the tripartite regular expression pattern, the HMM is far more flex-
ible, as it allows different length distributions of the various regions as well as
different amino acid compositions. Compared to the profile HMMs (PF00746 and
that of Boekhorst et al.11), our method is more parsimonious, having a significantly
smaller number of free parameters, while at the same time it does not involve any
arbitrary choice of cut-off for the score or the E-value. Thus, the HMM which
we developed produces an outcome that directly discriminates LPXTG proteins
from TM or globular ones, and consequently it does not need any choice of cut-off
value. The prediction method that we developed is freely accessible to the scientific
community at http://bioinformatics.biol.uoa.gr/CW-PRED/. We also performed a
comprehensive analysis of the currently available, completely sequenced genomes of
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Gram-positive bacteria, comparing our method against the already existing ones.
Such an effort was performed on a large scale for the first time, and the results
advocate in favor of the newly proposed methodology. We have provided evidence
for dozens of previously uncharacterized CWPs in the completely sequenced bac-
terial genomes that may lead to the discovery of novel families of cell wall-bound
proteins. Further work has to be done in the future in order to classify these pro-
teins according to their functional properties, which are essential for Gram-positive
bacteria.

The constant finding that a fraction of 75%–80% of the predicted (by all meth-
ods discussed here) LPXTG-anchored proteins shows evidence for the presence of
a signal peptide warrants special attention. It is well known that such proteins
should possess a signal sequence necessary for the secretion. However, the inability
to identify such a sequence in all of these proteins may not be necessarily taken as
evidence against their localization in the cell wall, but instead may indicate sequenc-
ing errors (such as wrong annotation of the N-terminal34), wrongly assigned coding
sequences in the genome annotation,36 or prediction errors (false negatives) pro-
duced by SignalP. For instance, it has been shown37 that some LPXTG-anchored
proteins possess an unusually long signal sequence (>80 residues long) that cannot
be easily predicted since, by default, SignalP restricts its predictions to the first 70
residues of the submitted sequences. Using these proteins on the PrediSi prediction
method38 or the SignalP without truncating the proteins to their first 70 amino
acids, we found that 78 out of the 203 (38.4%) indeed possess evidence for the
presence of a signal peptide. Furthermore, 38 additional proteins (18.7%) provide
evidence based on TMHMM25 and HMMTOP39 that indicates the presence of an
N-terminal transmembrane helix, a fact that possibly indicates the existence of a
signal peptide which was initially missed by the prediction methods. We should note
here that only 15 out of the 203 proteins (7.4%) contain more than three predicted
transmembrane segments, and the majority of them were included in the proteins
with a “probable” annotation as integral membrane proteins which we discarded as
“false positives” in the previous section. It has been also shown that a large portion
of the open reading frames (20%–40%) that supposedly code for proteins, especially
in the bacterial genomes, are in fact overannotations, mainly due to errors in the
gene-finding procedure.36 Thus, even though we cannot exclude the possibility of
some false-positive findings among our results, we can be fairly sure that most of
them originate from other errors and are not solely due to the particular prediction
method. Lastly, we have to mention that the N-terminal (Y/F)SIRK motif cannot
be used as a determinant of specificity of cell wall anchored proteins as it is found
to be poorly conserved.

It has been recently shown that, apart from the typical LPXTG pattern
which is responsible for cleavage by sortase, other similar patterns do exist that
are responsible for cleavage by other sortases. For instance, sortase B (SrtB)
from Staphylococcus aureus recognizes the motif NPQTN, as already mentioned.3

However, large data sets of such experimentally verified proteins are still pend-
ing, and thus we cannot incorporate them in the prediction method. In a recent
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work, Comfort and Clubb9 devised a strategy using similarity searches in order
to find all of the available sortase enzymes in 72 bacterial genomes; they subse-
quently built profile HMMs for each one of the five categories. Using a combina-
tion of hydropathy analysis, signal peptide prediction, and pattern searches, they
totally identified 892 CWPs. Despite the fact that these figures are not too far from
our estimates, these results may be biased towards hypothetical data, since there
are not enough experimentally verified SrtB substrates. At this point, we should
emphasize that, apart from the documented overprediction using the Boekhorst et
al.11 method, our method is the only one capable of predicting alternative sortase
substrates. However, as we have already mentioned, these proteins have not been
experimentally verified to be sortase substrates. We anticipate that available data
will emerge in the near future, and the HMM could easily be expanded to include
them in a prediction system and to allow for a proper discrimination of the cleavage
specificity between different types of sortases. A possible extension of the proposed
HMM could be formulated by constructing different submodels (within the cell
wall anchor submodel) to account for different amino acid preferences in the sor-
tase recognition signal (i.e. providing states with an alternative NPQTN cleavage
site in addition to the LPXTG site; see Fig. 2). The HMMs allow such modification
due to their modular architecture, although a minor problem is the fact that we
would have to set the appropriate transitions by hand instead of performing train-
ing. This would be necessary, since the limited amount of data prohibits the idea
of maximum likelihood training.
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